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Abstract: Reuse of patterns is a self-evident approach for managing interoperability concerns. 
Although patterns for resolving interoperability barriers exist in the literature, no study exists 
on adoption of interoperability patterns by Geographic Information Systems (GIS) practitioners in 
industry. Thus there is limited understanding of pattern re-usability, yet the advantages offered by 
interoperability patterns provide a reasonably sound justification for their usage. This paper examines 
the adoption of proven interoperability best practices in the GIS industry. An empirical study that 
involved the use of semi-structured interviews was employed to gather data from GIS developers on 
domain interoperability best practices. Results indicated that industry and communities of practice 
have been converging on the technical level to ensure interoperability of GIS concerns. Semantic 
interoperability and related patterns are least understood, yet semantic barriers still exist. This 
is partly due to the complexity associated with the top-down approach used to develop semantic 
interoperability solutions. Therefore, this study proposes research into resolving barriers in the 
adoption of interoperability patterns that reduce complexity while solving semantic interoperability 
barriers.
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1. Introduction16

Interoperability is considered a critical success factor for ensuring public service delivery in17

various domains such as the health, environment and disaster management domains. A combination of18

interoperability concepts and proven shared best practices are required to overcome barriers in sharing19

of resources between multiple systems[1]. However, implementing interoperable solutions requires20

an adequate understanding of the theory and methods underpinning the interoperability barriers21

involved. For instance, to implement a semantic interoperable GIS, a domain expert has to understand22

the complex notions associated with ontology development which requires the support of a knowledge23

engineer[2]. Patterns in GIS have been proposed as proven best practices for documenting good24

design practices for reuse, ideally enabling inexperienced domain experts to construct high-quality25

interoperable solutions[3] without much help.26

Although interoperability pattern use exists in literature, there is still limited understanding27

about pattern adoption for solving interoperability barriers in GIS industry. Knowledge of pattern28

adoption for managing interoperability concerns is necessary to trigger off research in overcoming29

re-use barriers associated with interoperability patterns in industry. Reuse of these patterns ensures30

resolution of re-occurring interoperability problems with existing and well-tested solutions which31

shortens the development time and cost, whatever the task[3]. Pattern reuse also provides a fallback32

level that ensures minimal interoperability while still maintaining heterogeneity[4]. The promises33

offered by interoperability patterns in managing interoperability concerns provide a reasonably sound34

justification for their usage by industry.35
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Therefore, the following research question was adopted; "what existing and emerging best36

practices are useful to domain experts while managing interoperability concerns in the GIS industry?"37

To answer the research question, a qualitative study was used to provide an insight into interoperability38

best practices in the industry since no such study existed. The contribution of this paper is that it39

provides an understanding of GIS interoperability requirements/scenarios and emerging best practices40

for managing these requirements. The paper also discusses implications for interoperability pattern41

research in GIScience and industry. This paper is structured as follows: The background and related42

work are presented in section 2, data collection and analysis procedure in section 3, results and43

discussions in section 4 and 5 respectively. Section 6 contains the conclusions and future work.44

2. Background and Related Work45

This section presents related work on general interoperability concepts (Section 2.1) and,46

interoperability patterns (Section 2.2).47

2.1. Interoperability48

Chen[5] defines interoperability as "the ability to communicate and exchange information, use49

the information exchanged and provide access to the functionality of a third system". Different50

types of interoperability barriers exist in GIScience depending on the interoperability framework51

being used i.e Technical, semantic and organizational barriers[6]. Technical interoperability barriers52

are associated with the inability of different systems (e.g Web Services/application programming53

interfaces (APIs)) to operate together to reach a common task or goal. With technical interoperability,54

data does not necessarily interoperate unless variability in syntax and semantics is eliminated. To55

a larger extent, there is some agreement that syntactic interoperability in a GIS can be achieved56

through rigid standardization such as standards from Open GIS Consortium(OGC) and International57

Standardization Organization Technical Committee 211(ISO TC211) [4,7].58

Even with robust standardization, semantic interoperability barriers continue to exist as standard59

driven products and efforts are often developed in isolation thus reflecting different conceptualizations60

and semantic drifts when combined[3]. Semantic interoperability barriers cannot be resolved through61

standardization since they rely on meanings of concepts in data remaining invariant during the62

exchange between multiple systems. According to Kubicek and Cimander[7], theoretically proven63

methods that constrain meaning using ontologies have been developed, but with some practical64

implementation problems. The last barrier is the organizational interoperability which still has vague65

concepts and lacks conceptual clarity as it usually boils down to the willingness of organizations/66

data owners to share Geoinformation. Together with interoperability concepts, patterns have been67

proposed as a way of overcoming the interoperability barriers discussed[1,3,8].68

2.2. Interoperability Patterns69

Patterns science provides a means of solving re-occurring problems in a particular context using70

proven solutions [9]. For instance, the Mediating Connector Patterns[10] have been used to manage71

interoperability in Information systems. Danko [11] defines different enablers for interoperability in72

GIScience. These include shared proven best practices and interoperability concepts such as authorization,73

copyright, standards, business models, infrastructures, metadata, support for multiple languages,74

coordinate reference systems, views among others. In essence interoperability patterns1 are best75

practices and therefore interoperability enablers since they provide proven solutions to re-occurring76

interoperability problems in a particular context.77

1 All patterns are best practices but the converse is not true.
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In the technical interoperability ecosystem, explicit work using interoperability patterns to manage78

concerns has been explored in the Internet of Things (IoT)[12], enterprise information systems2
79

and health information systems[8]. Additionally, organizational interoperability patterns have been80

identified in the health domain [1,8] but can validly be applied in any other domain. In the semantic81

interoperability ecosystem, ontology design patterns (ODPs3) have been used as common strategies and82

building blocks that act as an interoperability fall back level [3,13] while at the same time supporting83

heterogeneity for participating data. Krisnadi et al [14] illustrate a concrete use-case where ontology84

design patterns in a federated architecture are used to manage semantic GIS data integration for85

heterogeneous repositories. The work of Krisnadi[15] provides proof of concept that patterns can be86

used to manage GIS interoperability concerns(i.e. spatial data, Geo-services and Geoprocesses).87

Different inductive approaches to pattern development have been proposed each of which88

has its own drawbacks. These include; development workshop, enhancement workshop, guided89

development, shepherding, expert interview, observation, open channel, literature review, collaborative90

learning and development, pattern mapping and pattern writing [16]. To make it easier for domain91

experts to select the right pattern to apply for a given interoperability challenge, different pattern92

classifications schemes/criteria exist. Patterns can be classified by; discipline[17], domain (see93

classification by similar usage[18]), paradigm, granularity[19], scope etc. Since interoperability occurs94

at different levels of granularity in an information system, this study uses classification by granularity95

to provide insight on related work in the GIS interoperability ecosystem.96

2.3. Pattern Classification97

Patterns can be classified as at coarse scales as application domain patterns, architectural patterns;98

and at finer scales as design patterns, syntactic patterns and semantic patterns[18]. Arguably, these99

patterns can be thought as architectural patterns at various granularities i.e. application, system, macro100

and micro architectural levels. While this classification indicates the separation of the levels as a101

difference in granularity, some patterns can exist at different levels.102

2.3.1. Domain Patterns103

These concern the purpose or overall usage of an object in a domain. May not be useful in a104

specific construction context instead they are concerned with activities before or actual construction105

examples include knowledge patterns, abstract architectural patterns.106

2.3.2. Architectural Patterns107

These patterns describe the overall coarse structuring of objects in question whether its a108

software, an ontology or building etc, how to divide them into subsystems, the responsibilities of the109

subsystems and their relations. These patterns can be grouped as software architectural patterns,110

Knowledge architectural patterns, data model patterns etc. Example of interoperability patterns111

used in GIS includes Service-oriented Architecture (SOA) patterns, exchange patterns such as service112

Choreography-orchestration [20], federated pattern as the one used by Krisnadi[15] for semantic-based113

spatial data integration of heterogeneous repositories, publish-find-bind pattern [21].114

2.3.3. Design Patterns115

At detailed and micro levels, there exists a set of patterns that describe ways to design the116

architectural components and their interactions, but they are still independent of representation117

language. These patterns can be an analysis patterns, software design patterns (e.g. abstract factory118

2 See catalog http://project-interoperability.github.io/exchange-patterns/
3 See catalog: http://ontologydesignpatterns.org/wiki/Community:ListPatterns
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pattern [22]), data model patterns (selected parts) or a small named collection of semantic patterns such119

as ODPs that have been suggested as re-usable solutions for semantic interoperability barriers[13,23].120

2.3.4. Semantic Patterns121

At a finer detail level, there exists semantic Patterns that commonly represent a concept but122

independent of the representation language. The meaning of a certain idiom belonging to the Syntactic123

Pattern level could in turn constitute a Semantic Pattern. Examples include Meta-modeling languages,124

modeling languages e.g. UML, semantic patterns for ontologies [23], Knowledge patterns.125

3. Research Methodology126

The methodology is divided into two parts i.e data collection procedure and data analysis. In this127

section, we address three research questions:128

• RQ1: What GIS interoperability scenarios/requirements exist?129

• RQ2: How useful are interoperability patterns in managing GIS concerns?130

• RQ3: Are there any other new emerging interoperability best practices?131

3.1. Data Collection Procedure132

To identify interoperability scenarios and corresponding best practices, case study assessments133

were undertaken on eight data points representing multinational GIS industry organizations. Each of134

these organisations has multiple GIS software packages and projects in different countries. Snowball135

sampling was done to identify respondents from these organisation to provide a global view of the136

different projects and products i.e skilled GIS developers with 10 and more years of experience. An137

empirical study that involved the use of semi-structured interviews was employed to gather data from138

respondents on interoperability practices based on different projects and products delivered within139

the organisation. For confidentiality purposes, aliases R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, and R8 are used to140

denote the responses.141

Respondent R1 (based in Italy) provides open GIS solutions for land registration and mapping142

implemented in over 5 countries globally. R2 (based in the USA) is an international supplier of GIS143

software, geodatabase management and webGIS applications such as Software As A Service (SAAS)144

mapping platform, GIS server applications, focused GIS apps, GIS data with over 80 distributors on all145

continents. R3 represents a French company that implements over 40 international projects in about146

30 countries on data infrastructure, development of geoportals and land information systems among147

others. R4 represents an Israeli based company that provides enterprise GIS solutions integrated with148

enterprise resource planning systems(ERP) capabilities, 3D GIS for utility mapping, and physical149

planning applications in over 20 countries.150

R5 represents a Canadian firm that provides GIS consulting services in agriculture, location-based151

services, and environmental modeling. R6 represents an in-house GIS integration effort in a public152

authority in Uganda. R7 represents a Canadian based GIS company implementing Geoinformation153

management solutions that publish, integrate, and enable access between enterprises over the cloud.154

R8 represents a German/Swiss company that provides integration of GIS resources for utility, industrial155

plant management, transport and logistics markets applications with enterprise resources.156

3.2. Data Analysis157

An inductive approach towards interview analysis was used to explore interoperability158

requirements/scenarios and best practices for managing interoperability in the industry. The interview159

data was transcribed in ATLAS.ti. The resulting unstructured data of interview was reconstructed into160

sentences that were subsequently coded. The codes were then grouped according to themes in the161

data. On the other hand, the structured part of the interview data, the responses are coded as very162

useful (+), not sure/not applicable (0) and not useful (-). Once the entirety of the material was coded, the163
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researchers reviewed the examined theme ideas of the interview material and how they relate with164

each other as regards to GIS interoperability best practices(both patterns and other practices).165

4. Results166

This section presents results with respect to the research questions in section 3.167

4.1. What interoperability scenarios/requirements exist?168

Figure 1 shows the nature GIS systems, evolution and thus the need for interoperability in industry.169

The requirement for interoperability and system accessibility increases from desktop to cloud GIS170

applications as indicated in Figure 1. The choice of technology is dependent on requirements and171

nature of the client.172

Figure 1. GI Systems in industry

Respondents indicated that all the systems are expected to interoperate with either internal or173

external systems e.g bank systems, billing systems, Land and Property Systems (LAPs) etc. These174

systems share concerns4 in either a one-way or two-way direction in such a manner that only access175

to required geoinformation is granted while manipulation and management are left to the parent176

interoperating systems.177

Table 1 presents existing, desirable aspects and reasons for GIS interoperability. Results indicate178

that respondents mostly use standards, standardized web services, direct data access and common179

data model constructs to leverage interoperability. 37.5% of the respondents use bottom-up APIs180

which are driven by business assets rather than client requirements. In addition, interoperability APIs,181

Service-API/ service-database integration, security and mechanisms to guarantee availability are most182

desirable requirements of an interoperating GIS. These scenarios and requirements indicate that there183

is an adoption of mechanisms in the ecosystem for managing technical interoperability barriers. On the184

other hand, semantic driven scenarios exist but were less understood and with lower adoption. This is185

possibly due to two reasons. Firstly, the roles of the domain expert and ontology engineer are separate186

which slows down the ontology development process in the individual case by requiring additional187

4 i.e spatial data/information, services, and processes)
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Table 1. Existing and desired interoperability scenarios.

Interoperability scenario Respondents
Existing scenario

1- Bottom-up driven interoperability API 37.5%
2- Top-down driven interoperability API 0%

3- Direct data access and integration 62.5%
4- Using standards e.g OGC/ISO TC211 100%
5- Using common data model constructs 75%

6- Using standardized web services e.g OGC WMS 100%
7- Use of ontology and semantic technologies 37.5%

Desired scenario and requirements
1- Interoperability via API 50%

2- Service to service/API integration 37.5%
3- Service to database integration where the target system
does not provide suitable services or interoperability API. 37.5%

4- Security and mechanisms to guarantee service and data availability 100%
5- Need to ensure data validity and integrity of interoperated data 12.5%

6 - Existence of documented interoperability best practices 12.5%
Why interoperability?

1- To allow the functionality of GIS Software to be extended to support
user requirements that are complementary to the application domain. 100%

2- To integrate and /or consume data/services/functionality
of complimentary systems. 100%

3- Need for improved efficiency 12.5%

tasks to be performed. Secondly, the top-down approach to ontology development requires a steep188

learning curve for practitioners in the domain due to abstract notions associated with ontologies.189

Bridging these gaps with patterns/proven best practices (as indicated in Table 1) could go a long way190

towards furthering the adoption of semantic technologies among non-academics and domain experts.191

Figure 1 shows a high adoption of GIS on the web which presents an opportunity for GIS to192

leverage Geospatial semantic web research and technologies for interoperability. Finally, results193

indicate the need to ensure data validity and integrity of interoperated data.194

4.2. How useful are interoperability patterns in managing GIS interoperability Concerns?195

This section provides a list of patterns preferred for leveraging interoperability for Geographic196

information systems as evaluated by respondents (see Table 2). The responses are coded as very useful197

(+), not sure/not applicable (0) and not useful (-). In this paper, pattern usefulness is used as an indicator198

of pattern adoption in industry. Table 2 categorizes best practices as architectural, semantic, and199

data model patterns. In Table 2, respondents were familiar with patterns at coarse more than those200

at finer levels of abstraction. For instance, architectural patterns that provide generic structuring of201

components in GISystems in the context of technical interoperability appear most common in Table 2.202

The n-tier architectural pattern (2tier, 3tier), query/response pattern, SOA patterns, workflow203

patterns and model view controller patterns were found to be the most useful for designing204

interoperable solutions. The choice of the patterns selected while designing interoperability solutions205

is driven by opportunistic and pragmatic requirements such as existing functional and quality206

requirements, design constraints rather than strategic thinking. However, respondents least understood207

finer patterns which compose the architectural pattern components. For instance, software design208

patterns, ontology design patterns are compositions of architectural components were least highlighted.209

Worthy to note is that none was aware of any ontology design patterns. Thus the results in Table1210

and Table 2 confirm the notion that many industry sectors and communities of practice have been211

converging on the technical level to ensure interoperability of GIS concerns (such as data, services etc).212

Technical patterns such as architectural patterns and software design patterns only ensure213

technical interoperability. However, for data-intensive systems, semantic heterogeneity issues could214
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Table 2. Pattern usefulness.

Pattern Name R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 useful (%)
Architectural patterns

n-tier server architecture + + + + + + 0 + 87.5
Cross platform access 0 + + - + - + + 62.5

Platform independence 0 + + - + - - - 37.5
Cross application domain access 0 + + - - - + + 50

Platform scale independence 0 + + - - - + + 50
Higher level service facade pattern 0 0 + + - + + - 50

Model View controller pattern - + + - - - + - 37.5
SOA patterns-Rest API + + + + + + + + 100

Data model transformation patterns 0 0 0 + - 0 - - 12.5
Query/Response pattern + + + + + + + + 100
Federated query pattern - + + + - - + + 62.5

Identities pattern + + + + - + + + 87.5
Federated identities pattern + + + - - - + + 62.5

Coordination pattern(s)
(Orchestration, Choreography) - 0 + - - - + + 37.5

Workflow pattern + + + + - + + + 87.5
Broadcast pattern - - + + - + + + 62.5

Publish- Find-Bind pattern - + - - - - + - 25
GeoKnowledge design pattern - + - + - - - - 25

Other identified architectural patterns
Gateway integration pattern + 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12.5

Data model patterns
Data model patterns-UML convention + + + + - + + - 75

Semantic design patterns
Ontology design patterns - - - - - - - - 0

still arise. For instance, independently developed and maintained data sources could have a215

heterogeneous schema. The differences may lie in the use of distinct vocabularies, different levels of216

granularity in modeling the data, or conflicting conceptualization rather than the ability of software217

component to interoperate. This will present a semantic interoperability challenge which can neither218

be solved by common standards but rather by constraining meaning via ontologies. While many219

ontology design patterns have been presented and used in various system development projects as220

agents for improving semantic interoperability[13], GIS industry has not fully adopted these patterns221

as indicated in Table 2.222

4.3. Are there emerging interoperability best practices?223

Results also indicate that there exist anti-patterns for data integration and discovery in industry.224

For instance, 37.5% of respondents recommended the use of an aggregated view to integrate data and225

search over it. In this case, data tables are joined together and queried. Aggregated views are efficient226

for small data sets in a single repository but may prove inefficient in federated systems that answer227

queries on cross-repository datasets. In such instances, an aggregated view pattern could be a common228

practice but rather ineffective and risks being highly counterproductive with multi-repository data229

integration and discovery. Respondents further identified the need for patterns and corresponding230

pattern documentation to support novice users in pattern discovery, understanding and use for231

different interoperability solutions. Pattern re-use together with exemplary use-case scenarios is key to232

pattern adoption in the GIS ecosystem. Exemplary use-case scenarios will act as a guideline for novice233

users.234

From a process point of view, another emerging best practice indicated was the need to235

focus on agile processes which collaborate, self-organizing stakeholders involved in implementing236

interoperability solutions. Agile processes will typically involve domain experts (GIS experts),237
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developers and managers etc. to holistically focus on necessary aspects of interoperability. From238

a tooling point of view, respondents indicate the need for tooling improvements to support a239

well-developed agile methodology with patterns. A modular approach towards data integration240

and discovery solution developments that don’t require experts to know detail was also suggested as241

an area for development.242

5. Discussion243

This section presents a discussion of results and possible research directions to enable pattern244

adoption for solving interoperability challenges. Furthermore, the implication of study to industry245

and threats to validity are also discussed.246

5.1. Implications for Research247

Results indicate limited adoption of patterns for solving GIS semantic interoperability barriers.248

This is possibly because ontology engineers are still most commonly academics and researchers, and the249

industrial uptake of semantic technologies is not as high as it could be as pointed out by Hammar[24].250

One powerful driver for pattern adoption in the GIS community is the existence of well-documented251

catalogs for patterns required in solving interoperability challenges. There exists a few ODPs and252

technical pattern catalogs developed and specialized for interoperability in the geospatial community.253

Therefore, there is a need to identify more such patterns which when coupled with good exemplary254

uses-cases for managing interoperability concerns such as that in [15] will be important drivers for255

pattern adoption. Such other examples could include Ontology design pattern driven web service256

composition in GIS amongst others. Presutti et al [25] have developed an agile driven extreme design257

(XD) methodology and subsequent tooling. While Hammar[26] provides an improvement of the258

tooling support for agile XD for novice users, there is still room for more research. For example, pattern259

recommendation to a novice user can be enhanced to capture pattern language concepts discussed in260

Hitzler et al [27], where common patterns can be used to search other related patterns. Last but not261

least, domain experts in the industry are interested in simple, understandable and quality patterns that262

can be used to solve the requirements at hand. Important to note is that a quality model for ODPs has263

been developed already[24], however, more research can be done to ensure that industry practitioners264

can decide for themselves which quality characteristics to prioritize for data/service interoperability265

solution developments.266

5.2. Implications for Industry267

It is important that domain experts/developers play a leading role in interoperability solution268

engineering. The ease associated with identifying quality interoperability patterns offers a possibility269

for re-use of existing proven best practices. For instance, data integration leveraging semantic270

technologies can be made easier and understandable through simple to use ontology design patterns271

thus making it possible for GIS developers in the industry to re-use them. On the other hand, agile272

methodologies and tooling improvements for pattern-based engineering ensures that novice GIS273

users can co-develop easy to modify interoperability solutions for deployment in different contexts274

without much help from specialized experts (e.g knowledge engineers and mainstream IT developers).275

The study also indicates that anti-patterns are used by practitioners for interoperability solution276

development. Research into identifying and documenting such bad interoperability practices that are277

otherwise thought to be good, could be worthwhile. This will enable practitioners to avoid selection278

and reuse of counterproductive practices.279

5.3. Threats to validity280

Internal Validity: The approach of pattern identification by interviewing domain experts will result281

in patterns that are dependent on the expertise of respondents and relevance or future pattern appliers.282

Other relevant patterns can be identified using methods mentioned in Günther and Knote [16]while283
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considering their constraints. Our research is however interested in the industry which gives us a284

picture of interoperability best practices in the domain.285

External Validity/generalisability: The target population for this research GIS solution designers,286

developers, and maintainers who had some form of experience with data integration (10 years and287

more). The respondent firms offer different applications and have a presence in over 100 countries in288

different application domains like land administration, GIS data integration, environmental modeling289

navigation amongst others which would render our results generalizable. The respondents in some290

way provide a global market reflection for different software products in the firms they work.291

Construct Validity: To overcome threats due to the valid interpretation of questions, we clarified292

the meanings of terms to respondents and provided a background to the interview questions. In a293

combination, open-ended questions were used to allow the participant to elaborate on answers. All294

data were collected with a recording device (i.e. voice) and by writing to avoid researcher bias. To295

achieve reliability, different researchers with different expertise (GIS and software engineering experts)296

assisted in data collection.297

6. Conclusions298

Patterns play a crucial role in managing interoperability barriers and concerns in GIScience.299

In this study, we investigate interoperability scenarios/requirements in industry and usefulness300

of proven interoperability best practices for managing these requirements in the GIS. From the301

study, patterns have been used to achieve technical interoperability in industry. However, not much302

evidence exists to suggest that semantic technologies and associated patterns are often used by303

industry practitioners to solve interoperability barriers. Best practices such as agile methodologies304

with adequate tooling support were also identified for building interoperable GIS solutions. While305

patterns provide re-usable solutions to solve interoperability barriers, there also exists anti-patterns306

which seemingly are good practices but produce counterproductive results in some scenarios. This307

paper also presents a discussion of possible research directions. Some of these research directions308

include pattern identification and documentation, tooling improvements for agile based methodologies309

and pattern concepts used in interoperability solution development. This research agenda together310

with more use cases where patterns have been used to manage interoperability concerns provides a lot311

of promises for pattern adoption and re-use in GIS industry.312
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APIs Application programming interfaces
ODPs Ontology Design Patterns
GIS Geographic Information systems
OGC Open GIS consortium
ISOTC211 International Standardization Organization Technical Committee 211
3D Three Dimensions
XD eXtreme Design
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